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Senate Resolution 149

By: Senators Harbison of the 15th and McKoon of the 29th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Coach Brian Osborne; and for other purposes. 1

WHEREAS, Coach Brian Osborne coaches football for Calvary Christian High School in2

Columbus, Georgia, and leads his team with the belief that the program is not only a sport3

but also a ministry; and4

WHEREAS, Coach Osborne is aware that the most vital aspect of his career is coaching the5

young men on his team into being grown men, good future husbands, and leaders in the6

community; and 7

WHEREAS, he credits the strength of his team entirely to the benevolence of the Lord and8

Savior, stating that "He gave us the ability to play football," and the team’s main goal every9

season is to show their appreciation for that blessing by exhibiting their faith both on the field10

and in their daily lives; and 11

WHEREAS, Coach Osborne has demonstrated his commitment to inspiring the Calvary12

Christian Knights to serve their community, their team, and their school through their13

tremendous efforts; and14

WHEREAS, he gives inspiration to many through his high ideals, morals, and deep concern15

for his fellow citizens, and the devotion, patience, and understanding he has demonstrated16

to the Knights is admired by others; and17

WHEREAS, he is a person of magnanimous strengths with an unimpeachable reputation for18

integrity, intelligence, fairness, and kindness and, by the example he has made of his life,19

both as a coach and as a follower of the Lord, he has made this world a better place in which20

to live.21
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body22

recognize Coach Brian Osborne for his inspiring dedication to the spiritual, intellectual,23

personal, and social welfare of the Calvary Christian High School Knights and wish him24

many more years of success in coaching. 25

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed26

to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Coach Brian Osborne.27


